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Abstract. This paper provides closed-form formulas for a multidimensional two-sided
matching problem with transferable utility and heterogeneity in tastes. When the matching
surplus is quadratic, the marginal distributions of the characteristics are normal, and when
the heterogeneity in tastes is of the continuous logit type, as in Choo and Siow (2006), we
show that the optimal matching distribution is also jointly normal and can be computed
in closed form from the model primitives. Conversely, the quadratic surplus function can
be identified from the optimal matching distribution, also in closed-form. The analytical
formulas make it computationally easy to solve problems with even a very large number
of matches and allow for quantitative predictions about the evolution of the solution as
the technology and the characteristics of the matching populations change.
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1. Introduction
Many economic problems involve markets with supply and demand restricted to a unit of
an indivisible good. Examples include occupational choice, task and schedule assignment,
sorting of CEOs to firms, venture capital investment, and the marriage market. Models of
discrete choice, selection models such as the famous Roy model, have been applied often to
the empirical analysis of such problems. While having important advantages, they generally
do not allow to incorporate scarcity constraints and equilibrium effects. Assignment models
provide an alternative framework which accommodates these issues. In assignment models,
the supply of goods of each type is fixed, and prices adjust at equilibrium so that supply
and demand clear. The pioneering work by Choo and Siow [6] proposes an econometric
framework for the estimation of assignment models based on the introduction of logit-type
unobserved heterogeneity in tastes. Their equilibrium approach has a number of advantages:
it incorporates unobserved heterogeneity, allows for matching on many dimensions, and
easily lends itself to nonparametric identification. However, the equilibrium quantities in
Choo and Siow’s setting are defined implicitly by a set of nonlinear equations, and explicit,
closed-form solutions, even under further assumptions on the primitives of the model, have
been missing so far. The present contribution addresses this issue.
This paper provides closed-form solution to a bipartite matching problem with trans-
ferable utility when sorting occurs on multiple dimensions in the presence of unobserved
heterogeneity. In particular, it focuses on two related issues: on the one hand, finding and
characterizing equilibrium sorting given a surplus technology and, on the other hand, iden-
tifying the surplus technology given the optimal matching. Closed-form formulas make it
computationally easy to solve problems that involve a large number of matches and char-
acterize the associated equilibrium. They also allow for quantitative predictions about the
sorting that will occur and how it evolves as the complementarity on various dimensions
changes or as the distribution of characteristics in the populations varies. Moreover, we
use the formulas to evaluate the contribution of sorting to social welfare in equilibrium
and decompose the impact of changes in structural parameters on individual welfare into
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selection and price effects. One can also use them as the basis for asymptotic analysis and
hypothesis testing.
We follow the broad setting of Choo and Siow [6] by imposing two additional assumptions:
quadratic matching surplus and normality on the distributions of the characteristics of
the matching parties. We show that the optimal matching distribution is a multivariate
Gaussian distribution, and we provide explicit expressions for the relation between the
parameters of the matching distribution and the parameters of the primitives of the model.
In the case without unobserved heterogeneity, the solution to this problem is well-known in
the applied mathematics literature and solved e.g. in [10]; our mathematical contribution
here is to move beyond this benchmark and solve the problem with logit heterogeneity.
This allows us to solve both the equilibrium characterization problem and the identification
problem in closed form. The model assumptions on the functional form and the distributions
are quite strong, but they allows us to obtain a very simple closed-form estimator of the
surplus and to characterize equilibrium sorting and division of surplus.
This paper is closely related to the literature on identification of the matching function
when the surplus is unobservable (see [17] for a good survey), following Choo and Siow [6].
Fox [12] proposes a maximum score estimator which relies on a rank-order property. Gali-
chon and Salanie´ [15] show that the social welfare in this setting has a tractable formulation
involving the entropy of the joint distribution, from which identification can be deduced.
Decker et al. [9] provide interesting comparative statics result. Galichon and Salanie´ ([15],
[16]) further introduce a parametric estimator of the surplus function. Dupuy and Galichon
[11] extend the model to the continuous case and propose a decomposition of the surplus
function into indices of mutual attractiveness, in order to best approximate the matching
patterns by lower-dimensional models, and estimate the number of relevant dimensions on
which the sorting effectively occurs. Lindenlaub [19] investigates equilibrium properties in
multidimensional settings and, independently from the present work, focuses on a match-
ing problem with quadratic surplus and Gaussian distributions of the populations, in the
case when there is no unobserved heterogeneity and bivariate observed characteristics. She
introduces a very interesting notion of multivariate assortativeness and applies the model
to the study of technological change. Finally, in the case of matching with non-transferable
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utility, Menzel [20] also uses a continuous logit framework which yields a characterization
of the equilibrium. As we discuss in the conclusion, the methodology introduced in the
present paper could be also applied to his setting.
There is a vast panel of applications of assignment models. In the literature on industrial
organization, Fox and Kim [13] used an extension of Choo and Siow’s model to study the
formation of supply chains. In the corporate governance literature, Gabaix and Landier [14]
and Tervio¨ [24] applied an assignment model to explain the sorting of CEOs and firms and
the determinants of the CEO compensation. In the marriage literature, Chiappori, Salanie´
and Weiss [5] used a heteroskedastic version of Choo and Siow’s model to estimate the
changes in the returns to education on the US marriage market; Chiappori, Oreffice and
Quintana-Domeque [4] study the interplay between the sorting on anthropomorphic and
on socioeconomic characteristics. In its spirit, our empirical application is closest to Hsieh,
Hurst, Jones, and Klenow [18] who use a variation of the Roy model to study discrimination
in the US. This list is necessarily very incomplete.
Organization of the paper. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents the model and states the optimal matching problem. Section 3 starts with the set
of conditions that link the solution of the matching problem with the parameters of the
social surplus and then derives closed-form expression for the optimal matching and the
social surplus. It also characterizes equilibrium compensation. Section 4 concludes.
Notations. Throughout the paper, we denote the transpose of matrix M as M∗ and
the inverse of this transpose as M−∗. Similarly, the inverse of matrix M
1
2 is M−
1
2 . Let the
generalized inverse (see [3]) of a non-square matrix M be denoted M+and its transpose,
M+∗. All distributions are centered at 0. The random variables are denoted with capital
letters, while the corresponding sample points are denoted with small letter.
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2. Model
We present the theoretical model in the context of labor matching between a population
of firms and a population of workers. We adopt the setting of Dupuy and Galichon [11],
extending Choo and Siow [6] to the case when the characteristics of the matching popula-
tions are continuous. As it is standard in the search and matching literature, we interpret
each firm as a unique job position or task. A worker can be employed by only one firm and
a firm can employ only one worker. The populations are assumed to be of equal size, and
we assume that it is always better to be matched than to remain alone and generate no
surplus.
Each worker has a vector of observable characteristics x known to the econometrician.
Similarly, vector y summarizes the observable characteristics of firms. We assume that the
surplus enjoyed by worker x choosing occupation y is the sum of three terms: one reflecting
her intrinsic taste for occupation y, as predicted by her observable type x; one reflecting
the amount of net monetary compensation; and one reflecting unobserved heterogeneity
in tastes for occupation y, which is random but has a known distribution conditional on
characteristics x. Therefore we maintain:
Assumption 1: Separability. The surplus of worker with characteristics x from match-
ing with firm with characteristics y is
α (x, y) + τ (x, y) + χ (y) (2.1)
where α (x, y) is the nonpecuniary amenity of career with firm y, τ (x, y) is the monetary
transfer or compensation received by the worker from the firm, and χ (y) is a random
utility process drawn by each individual worker and whose distribution is characterized in
Assumption 3 below. Similarly, the surplus of firm with characteristics y from matching
with worker of characteristics x is
γ (x, y)− τ (x, y) + ξ (x) (2.2)
where γ (x, y) is the economic value created by worker x at firm y, and ξ (x) is a random
productivity process whose distribution is also characterized in Assumption 3 below.
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Assumption 1 specifies the form of heterogeneity that we investigate, namely heterogene-
ity in the preferences over the observable characteristics of one’s partner. As a result of
this assumption, the joint surplus is separable in the sense that Φ˜ = Φ (x, y) +χ (y) + ξ (x),
where
Φ (x, y) = α (x, y) + γ (x, y)
is the matching surplus between worker x and firm y. The first term in the formula for the
joint surplus is the observable surplus. The second term allows for unobserved variation
in male preference for observed female characteristics, and the third allows for unobserved
variation in female characteristics given observed male characteristics. In other words, we
rule out an idiosyncratic term that represents the interaction of unobserved male and female
characteristics.
Assumption 2: Heterogeneity. The firms and workers observe all of their character-
istics but the econometrician observes only the corresponding x and y.
This assumption defines the information structure of the problem: agents have full infor-
mation, the econometrician does not observe preference shocks.
Assumption 3: Distributions of the unobservables. The functions χ (.) is modelled
as an Extreme-value stochastic process
χ (y) = max
k
{−λ (yk − y) + σ1χik}
where
(
yk, χ
i
k
)
are the points of a Poisson process on Rn × R of intensity dy × e−χdχ, and
λ (z) = 0 if z = 0, λ (z) = +∞ otherwise. Similarly,
ξ (x) = max
l
{
−λ (xl − x) + σ2ζjl
}
where
(
xl, η
j
l
)
are the points of a Poisson process on Rn × R of intensity dx× e−εdε.
Assumption 3 implies that each worker and each firm draws an infinite, but discrete
number of “acquaintances” from the opposite side of the market, along with a random
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surplus shock. In essence, this specification, it allows for the extension of the convenient
logit probability function to the analysis of continuous choice problems. The scale parameter
σ = σ1 + σ2, which captures the total amount of heterogeneity, will play an important role
in the sequel.
Assumptions 1-3 are the assumptions of Dupuy and Galichon [11], extending Choo and
Siow [6] to the continuous case. We impose two further restrictions, namely normal marginal
distributions and quadratic surplus:
Assumption 4: Distribution of the observable. We assume that X has a Gaussian
distribution P = N (0,ΣX) and, similarly, that Y has distribution Q = N (0,ΣY ).
Assumption 4 is arguably the strongest restriction of the model. It imposes normal
marginal distributions for workers’ and firms’ characteristics. In some settings, this is a
perfectly defendable assumption, while this is not the case in others, due to the presence of
discrete characteristics, skewness, fat tails, etc.
Assumption 5: Quadratic surplus. We shall restrict our attention to the very im-
portant case when the specification of the surplus function Φ is bilinear, that is
Φ (x, y) = x′Ay
where x ∈ Rm and y ∈ Rn. The m × n real matrix A is called the affinity matrix. We
also maintain that if m ≥ n, the column vectors of A are linearly independent and that if
m < n, then the row vectors of A are linearly independent.
Assumption 5 imposes quadratic surplus, which is the simplest nontrivial form of the joint
surplus yielding complementarities between any pair of firm and worker characteristics.
This specification provides an intuitive and meaningful interpretation of the interaction
between the characteristics of firms and workers: namely, Aij is simply the strength of the
complementarity (positive or negative) between the i-th characteristics of the firm and the
j-th characteristics of the worker. Note that x and y can be of different dimension.
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We start by reviewing the equilibrium conditions that establish a link between the primi-
tives of the model, particularly the surplus technology, and the optimal matching. As usual,
workers maximize utility by solving the following problem:
max
y
α (x, y) + τ (x, y) + σ1ε (y)
From the properties of GEV distribution,
log pi (x, y) =
α (x, y) + τ (x, y)− a (x)
σ1
(2.3)
where a (x) is a normalization term that depends only on x, not on y. Similarly, one obtains
another condition that links the optimal matching distribution and the technology of the
firm γ (x, y)
log pi (x, y) =
γ (x, y)− τ (x, y)− b (y)
σ2
(2.4)
Using the equilibrium conditions, we solve for τ (x, y) and pi (x, y) by combining (2.4) and
(2.3) to obtains:
log pi (x, y) =
Φ (x, y)− a (x)− b (y)
σ
(2.5)
τ (x, y) =
σ1 (γ (x, y)− b (y))− σ2 (α (x, y)− a (x))
σ
(2.6)
where σ = σ1 + σ2.
We recall the characterization of the equilibrium given in Dupuy and Galichon [11], who
show how the problem of estimating the equilibrium allocation, or optimal matching, can
be solved by estimating the corresponding social welfare problem of the planner. Given
Assumptions 1 to 5, a matching assignment is a distribution pi over the characteristics of
firms and workers (X,Y ) with marginals for X and Y equal to P and Q respectively. Let
M (P,Q) be the set of matching assignments, i.e. distributions over (X,Y ) , such that
X ∼ P , and Y ∼ Q. Theorem 1 in [11] implies that:
(i) At equilibrium, the optimal matching pi ∈ M (P,Q) is the unique maximizer of the
social welfare
W (A) = sup
pi∈M(P,Q)
(
Epi
[
X ′AY
]− σE (pi)) (2.7)
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where
E (pi) = Epi [lnpi (X,Y )] if pi is absolutely continuous
= +∞ otherwise.
(ii) piXY is solution of (2.7) if and only if it is solution of Aij = σ
∂ log piY |X(y|x)
∂xi∂yj
piXY ∈M (P,Q)
. (2.8)
(iii) for any σ > 0, the solution of (2.8) exists and is unique.
These results can be seen as an extension of the Monge-Kantorovich theory (see Chapter 2
of [25]). They imply that the introduction of unobserved heterogeneity naturally leads to the
classical matching problem with an additional information term that attracts the optimal
solution toward a random matching: the entropy of the joint distribution Epi [lnpi (X,Y )] .
If σ is large, then optimality requires minimizing the mutual information which happens
when firms and workers are matched randomly to each other. On the other hand, if σ is
small, optimality requires maximizing the observable surplus.
3. Closed-Form Formulas
This section contains our results. We start by discussing how the quadratic cost setting
and the distributional assumptions give rise to a tractable condition that allows us to find
a closed-form formula for the optimal matching in terms of the affinity matrix A, and the
parameters that describe the distributions of X and Y. Then, we use the same condition to
recover the expression of the surplus, namely the affinity matrix A, in terms of the observed
data. Denote
ΣXY = (Epi [XiYj ])ij = Epi
[
XY ′
]
(3.1)
to be the cross-covariance matrix computed at the optimal pi solution of (2.7). We will
show that under assumptions 1 to 5 the optimal solution is normal and that (ΣX ,ΣY ,ΣXY )
completely parameterize the distribution piXY .
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We consider two related problems. The equilibrium computation problem requires,
given a surplus technology, to determine the optimal matching pi. Finding out how to do
this in a tractable way, possibly in closed form, allows to make quantitative predictions
about the sorting that will occur on the market and to derive comparative statics. In
contrast, the identification problem starts with an observed matching that is assumed
to be stable (or equivalently, optimal) and the goal is to determine the underlying surplus
technology. This problem is the inverse problem of the former and is of primary interest
to the econometrician. The conditions (2.8), in particular the first one, play a crucial
role in our analysis because establish a link between the cross-covariance matrix and the
affinity matrix. Thus, the equilibrium computation problem involves solving the first-order
conditions (2.8) for the optimal matching and ΣXY , while the identification problem involves
solving the same conditions but for A given ΣXY . Closed-form formulas shall be provided
for these two problems.
3.1. Equilibrium Computation Problem. The following result provides an explicit so-
lution to the equilibrium computation problem. Recall that, for a given matrix M , M+
denotes the generalized inverse, which coincides with M−1 when M is invertible.
Theorem 1. Assume σ > 0 and suppose that Assumptions 1 to 5 hold. Let (X,Y ) ∼ pi be
the solution of (2.7). Then:
(i) The relation between X and Y takes the following form
Y = TX +  (3.2)
where  ∼ N (0, V ) is a random vector independent from X, and matrices T and V are
given by
T = ∆ (∆A∗ΣXA∆)−1/2 ∆A∗ − σ
2
A+Σ−1X (3.3)
V = σ∆ (∆A∗ΣXA∆)−1/2 ∆− σ
2
2
A+Σ−1X A
+∗ (3.4)
where matrix ∆ in turn expresses as
∆ =
(
σ2
4
A+Σ−1X A
+∗ + ΣY
)1/2
.
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(ii) The optimal matching pi is the Gaussian distribution N (0,Σ) where
Σ =
 ΣX ΣXY
Σ
∗
XY ΣY
 , (3.5)
and the cross-covariance matrix of X and Y , namely ΣXY = Epi [XY ′] is given by
ΣXY = ΣXA∆ (∆A
∗ΣXA∆)−1/2 ∆− σ
2
A+∗. (3.6)
Proof. Under Assumptions 1-5, and as recalled in Section 2, the solution to the matching
assignment problem (2.7) is unique and characterized by conditions (2.8). Hence it is
sufficient just to verify that taking pi as the p.d.f. of the N (0,Σ) distribution where Σ
satisfies (3.5) and (3.6) satisfies conditions (2.8) characterizing the optimal assignment.
Verification of optimality. Let pi be the distribution of (X,Y ) where X ∼ N (0,ΣX)
and the distribution of Y conditional on X is given by (3.16), for T and V given by (3.3)
and (3.4). We verify that pi satisfies the two conditions of characterization (2.8). Indeed,
one has
∂2xy log piY |X (y|x) = T ∗V −1 = A
and
var (Y ) = TΣXT
∗ + V
=
(
∆ (∆A∗ΣXA∆)−1/2 ∆A∗ − σ
2
A+Σ−1X
)
ΣXT
∗ + V
= ∆2 − σ∆ (∆A∗ΣXA∆)−1/2 ∆ + σ
2
4
A+Σ−1X A
+∗ + V
= ∆2 − σ
2
4
A+Σ−1X A
+∗ = ΣY .
Hence, condition (2.8) is verified and pi is optimal for (2.7), QED.
Although this proof by verification is sufficient from a pure mathematical point of view,
it is not very didactic as it is not informative about how the formula for ΣXY was obtained.
For the convenience of the reader, we shall now flesh out how to solve for ΣXY .
Solving for ΣXY . In this paragraph, we look for a necessary condition on Σ so that
N (0,Σ) be a solution of (2.7). The derivation made before Theorem (2) implies the following
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relation to be inverted between A and ΣXY
A
σ
=
(
ΣY (ΣXY )
+ ΣX − Σ∗XY
)+
.
Some algebra leads to the following quadratic equation in ΣXY
0 = Σ∗XY Σ
−1
X ΣXY + σA
+Σ−1X ΣXY − ΣY (3.7)
Let
Ψ = Σ
−1/2
X ΣXY (3.8)
B =
σ
2
A+Σ
−1/2
X (3.9)
C = −ΣY (3.10)
so that equation (3.7) becomes
Ψ∗Ψ + 2BΨ + C = 0 (3.11)
hence
2BΨ = ΣY − Σ∗XY Σ−1X ΣXY
is the variance-covariance matrix of the residual  of the regression of Y on X
ΣY = TΣXT
∗ + V (3.12)
and T and V are given by expressions:
T = Σ∗XY Σ
−1
X (3.13)
V = ΣY − Σ∗XY Σ−1X ΣXY (3.14)
Hence, BΨ is symmetric positive. Equation (3.11) can be rewritten as
(Ψ +B∗)∗ (Ψ +B∗) = BB∗ − C
Thus, we have for the solution that
Ψ = U∆−B∗ (3.15)
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where
∆ = (BB∗ − C)1/2 =
(
σ2
4
A+Σ−1X A
+∗ + ΣY
)1/2
is a positive semi-definite matrix and U is an orthogonal matrix to be defined. Note that
BB∗ − C = BB∗ + ΣY is a positive symmetric matrix so its square root exists and is
uniquely defined.
We now determine U . Since BΨ is symmetric positive, BU∆ = BΨ +BB∗ is symmetric
positive, hence ∆−1BU = ∆−1 (BU∆) ∆−1 as ∆ is symmetric and invertible. Let
Γ = ∆−1B
Since ΓU is symmetric positive, (ΓU)2 = ΓUU∗Γ∗ = ΓΓ∗, which implies that ΓU =
(ΓΓ∗)1/2. Hence U is determined by
U = Γ−1 (ΓΓ∗)1/2 = B−1∆
(
∆−1BB∗∆−1
)1/2
.
Substituting in (3.15) yields
Ψ = U∆−B∗ = B−1∆ (∆−1BB∗∆−1)1/2 ∆−B∗
and replacing B,ΣXY , T and V by their respective expressions (3.9), (3.8), (3.13) and (3.14)
gives
Ψ = Σ
1/2
X A∆
(
∆−1
(
A+Σ−1X A
+∗)∆−1)1/2 ∆− 1
2
Σ
−1/2
X A
+∗
ΣXY = ΣXA∆
(
∆−1
(
A+Σ−1X A
+∗)∆−1)1/2 ∆− σ
2
A+∗
T = ∆
(
∆A∗Σ−1X A∆
)−1/2
∆A∗ − σ
2
A+Σ−1X
V = σ∆
(
∆−1
(
A+Σ−1X A
+∗)∆−1)1/2 ∆− σ2
2
A+Σ−1x A
+∗.
Hence it turns out that the matching pi optimal solution of (2.7) is jointly normal too,
a fact that was not a priori obvious, as pi may have normal marginal distributions for X
and Y without necessarily being jointly normal. We first consider how the solution evolves
both when the unobserved heterogeneity declines to zero and when it increases to infinity.
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The following lemma provides these limiting results, recovering well-known results in the
optimal transportation literature (see e.g. [10]).
Lemma 1. Suppose that Assumptions 1 to 5 hold, and let ΣXY be the cross-covariance
matrix under the optimal matching. Then:
(i). limσ→0 ΣXY = ΣXAΣ
1/2
Y
(
Σ
1/2
Y A
∗ΣXAΣ
1/2
Y
)−1/2
Σ
1/2
Y
(ii). limσ→∞ΣXY = 0.
When the importance of unobserved variables increases, the optimal matching ceases to
depend on the observable characteristics X and Y, so in the limit the cross-covariance matrix
converges to zero. In the other limit case, when there is no unobserved heterogeneity, the
optimal matching problem becomes a special case of Brenier’s Theorem (see [25], Ch. 2)
and there exists an optimal matching map given by Y = T (A∗X) where T is the gradient
of a convex function. In the likely presence of heterogeneity, however, there exists no such
optimal map which complicates the theoretical and econometric problems. Nevertheless,
below we show that it is still possible to establish a ”regression-style” relation between X
and Y in our setting.
3.2. Identification Problem. The identification problem is simpler. From Theorem 1,
(X,Y ) is jointly normal, so one may regress Y on X and write
Y = TX +  (3.16)
where  ∼ N (0, V ) is independent from X. Consequently, we can express ΣY = E [Y Y ′]
and Σ∗XY = E [Y X ′] as
ΣY = TΣXT
∗ + V
Σ∗XY = TΣX
and, solving for T and V, we arrive again at expressions (3.13) and (3.14):
T = Σ∗XY Σ
−1
X
V = ΣY − Σ∗XY Σ−1X ΣXY
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Since the distribution of Y conditional on X, piY |X (y|x) , is also normal,
∂2xy log piY |X (y|x) = T ∗V −1 = Σ−1X ΣXY
(
ΣY − Σ∗XY Σ−1X ΣXY
)−1
.
Introducing this expression in condition (2.8) implies
A = σ∂2xy log piY |X (y|x)
= σΣ−1X ΣXY
(
ΣY − Σ∗XY Σ−1X ΣXY
)−1
This expression can be further simplified to
A =
(
ΣY Σ
+
XY ΣX − Σ∗XY
)+
As in all choice models, the model is identified up to a location and scale parameter: the
identified parameter is the rescaled affinity matrix A/σ. Consequently, we normalize the
scale of heterogeneity to one, σ = 1, and estimate the norm of the affinity matrix. If there
are compensation data, one can recover also α (x, y) and γ (x, y) ,as well as the ratio of the
scale parameters σ1 and σ2, using condition (2.6) which links compensation and the utility
and profit functions. We formalize the identification result for the affinity matrix A in the
theorem below, whose proof is immediate given the proof of Theorem 1.
Theorem 2. Suppose that Assumptions 1 to 5 hold and let σ = 1. Then the affinity matrix
A is given by
A = Σ−1X ΣXY
(
ΣY − Σ∗XY Σ−1X ΣXY
)−1
(3.17)
=
(
ΣY Σ
+
XY ΣX − Σ∗XY
)+
.
3.3. Comparative Statics. In many problems, it is important to compute how an increase
in the complementarity between two characteristics in the surplus formula affects the opti-
mal matching. Similarly, one may want to find how the optimal matching changes as the
variances in the matching populations increase. From an econometric point of view, the
differentiation of the estimator of the affinity matrix with respect to the summary statistics
will allow us to derive central limit theorems and to compute confidence intervals. In this
spirit, Decker et al. [9] provide interesting comparative statics, although their formula are
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not explicit. Our formulas allow to provide simple, closed-form formulas for these compar-
ative statics, with the help of some background knowledge on the Kronecker product and
matrix differentiation, for which we now give the basic definitions (a more elaborate tutorial
is given in the Appendix). As defined in that appendix, T is the operator such that
Tvec (M) = vec (M∗) .
The following theorem summarizes our results on comparative statics.
Theorem 3. Suppose that Assumptions 1 to 5 hold. Then:
(i) The rate of change of the matching estimator with respect to the covariation between
the matching populations (keeping ΣX and ΣY constant) is
∂A
∂ΣXY
= (A∗ ⊗A) [(ΣXΣ+∗XY ⊗ ΣY Σ+XY )+ T] , (3.18)
and the rates of change with respect to the variances of the matching populations (keeping
ΣXY constant) are
∂A
∂ΣX
= − (A∗ ⊗A) [I ⊗ ΣY Σ+XY ] , (3.19)
∂A
∂ΣY
= − (A∗ ⊗A) [ΣXΣ+∗XY ⊗ I] . (3.20)
(ii) The rate of change of the optimal cross-covariance matrix with respect to the affinity
matrix A (keeping ΣX and ΣY constant) is
∂ΣXY
∂A
=
[(
ΣXΣ
+∗
XY ⊗ ΣY Σ+XY
)
+ T
]+ (
A+∗ ⊗A+) , (3.21)
and the rates of change with respect to the variances of the matching populations (keeping
A constant) are
∂ΣXY
∂ΣX
=
[(
ΣXΣ
+∗
XY ⊗ ΣY Σ+XY
)
+ T
]+ (
I ⊗ ΣY Σ+XY
)
, (3.22)
∂ΣXY
∂ΣY
=
[(
ΣXΣ
+∗
XY ⊗ ΣY Σ+XY
)
+ T
]+ (
ΣXΣ
+∗
XY ⊗ I
)
. (3.23)
Proof of Theorem 3. We use extensively the properties of the Kronecker product and the
vec operator recalled in the Appendix.
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We start with the comparative statics for A. By differentiation of Equation (3.17),
∂A
∂ΣXY
= − (A∗ ⊗A) [− (ΣX ⊗ ΣY ) (Σ+∗XY ⊗ Σ+XY )− T]
= (A∗ ⊗A) [(ΣXΣ+∗XY ⊗ ΣY Σ+XY )+ T]
Similarly, the derivatives with respect to ΣX and ΣY are:
∂A
∂ΣX
= − (A∗ ⊗A) [I ⊗ ΣY Σ+XY ]
∂A
∂ΣY
= − (A∗ ⊗A) [ΣXΣ+∗XY ⊗ I]
We can also use equation (3.17) to derive implicitly ∂ΣXY∂A ,
∂ΣXY
∂ΣX
, and ∂ΣXY∂ΣY . By differ-
entiation of the two sides with respect to A, one gets
− (A+∗ ⊗A+) = − (ΣX ⊗ ΣY ) (Σ+∗XY ⊗ Σ+XY ) ∂ΣXY∂A − T∂ΣXY∂A[
(ΣX ⊗ ΣY )
(
Σ+∗XY ⊗ Σ+XY
)
+ T
] ∂ΣXY
∂A
=
(
A+∗ ⊗A+)
∂ΣXY
∂A
=
[
(ΣX ⊗ ΣY )
(
Σ+∗XY ⊗ Σ+XY
)
+ T
]+ (
A+∗ ⊗A+)
=
[(
ΣXΣ
+∗
XY ⊗ ΣY Σ+XY
)
+ T
]−1 (
A+∗ ⊗A+)
Similarly, by differentiation with respect to ΣX and ΣY , one gets
∂ΣXY
∂ΣX
=
[
T+ (ΣX ⊗ I) (I ⊗ ΣY )
(
Σ+∗XY ⊗ Σ+XY
)]+ (
I ⊗ ΣY Σ+XY
)
=
[(
ΣXΣ
+∗
XY ⊗ ΣY Σ+XY
)
+ T
]+ (
I ⊗ ΣY Σ+XY
)
∂ΣXY
∂ΣY
=
[
(I ⊗ ΣY ) (ΣX ⊗ I)
(
Σ+∗XY ⊗ Σ+XY
)
+ T
]+ (
ΣXΣ
+∗
XY ⊗ I
)
=
[(
ΣXΣ
+∗
XY ⊗ ΣY Σ+XY
)
+ T
]+ (
ΣXΣ
+∗
XY ⊗ I
)
.
This theorem can be used to evaluate counterfactual experiments. A change in technology,
for instance, may affect the affinity matrix A. It can also be used to derive asymptotic
properties, using a standard delta method and the expression of the derivatives (3.18)-
(3.20).
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4. Conclusion
This paper adopts the framework of Choo and Siow [6] and Galichon and Salanie´ [15]
and imposes additional functional form and distributional assumptions that allow us to
derive closed-form formulas for the surplus and the optimal matching. In this setting, one
may solve easily problems that in the past have been computationally intensive. Moreover,
the results allow for the characterization of the optimal solution and how it changes as
the primitives of the model change. The model in this paper is suited to static matching
problems with exogenously fixed populations in which all participants are matched. Thus,
it covers a number of contexts with potential for future applied work, such as matching
of workers with tasks, scheduling, matching between specialists and firms or top managers
and firms.
While our framework is Transferable Utility (TU), this paper’s main argument may be
carried without difficulty into some instances of the Nontransferable Utility (NTU) frame-
work. Indeed, a recent contribution by Menzel (2014) implies that in the case with no
singles and a particular structure of (logit) heterogeneity, the equilibrium matching in the
TU and the NTU cases coincide. Hence, the results of the present paper would apply to
that framework as well.
Appendix: Matrix Differentiation
The Kronecker product and the vectorization operation are extremely useful when it
comes to studying asymptotic properties involving matrices. The idea is that matrices
m × n can be seen as vectors in Rmn, and linear operation on such matrices can be seen
as higher order matrices. To do this, the fundamental tool is the vectorization operation.
Introduce τmn a collection of invertible maps from {1, ...,m} × {1, ..., n} onto {1, ...,mn}.
For instance, τmn (i, j) = j (n− 1) + i will do.
Definition 1. For (M) a m×n matrix, vec (M) is the vector v ∈ Rmn such that vτmn(i,j) =
Mij.
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Next, we introduce the transposition tensor Tm,n as the mn×mn matrix such that
Tm,nvec (M) = vec (M∗) .
Equivalently, the r, s entry of Tm,n is one if τmn (r) = (j, i) where (i, j) = τmn (s), zero
otherwise. Note that Tm,n = T−1n,m and that Tm,n = T∗n,m. The next definition deals with
Kronecker product, which is closely related to vectorization.
Definition 2. Let A be a m× p matrix and B an n× q matrix. One defines the Kronecker
product A⊗B as the mn× pq matrix such that
(A⊗B)τmn(i,k)τpq(j,l) = AijBkl.
The following fundamental property characterizes the Kronecker product.
Fact 1. For all q × p matrix X,
vec
(
BXAT
)
= (A⊗B) vec (X)
The following important basic properties follow.
Fact 2. Let A be a m× p matrix and B an n× q matrix. Then:
1. (Associativity) (A⊗B)⊗ C = A⊗ (B ⊗ C) .
2. (Distributivity) A⊗ (B + C) = A⊗B +A⊗ C.
3. (Multilinearity) For λ and µ scalars, λA⊗ µB = λµ (A⊗B)
4. For matrices of appropriate size, (A⊗B) (C ⊗D) = (AC)⊗ (BD).
5. (A⊗B)∗ = A∗ ⊗B∗.
6. If A and B are invertible, (A⊗B)−1 = A−1 ⊗B−1.
7. For vectors a and b, a′ ⊗ b = ba′ (in particular, aa′ = a′ ⊗ b).
8. If A and B are square matrices of respective size m and n,
det (A⊗B) = (detA)m (detB)n .
9. Tr (A⊗B) = Tr (A)Tr (B).
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10. rank (A⊗B) = rank (A) rank (B).
11. The singular values of A ⊗ B are the product of the singular values of A and those
of B.
Let f be a smooth map from the space of m × p matrices to the space of n × q matrix.
Define df(A)dA as the (nq)× (mp) matrix such that for an m× p matrix X,
vec
(
lim
e→0
f (A+ eX)− f (A)
e
)
=
df (A)
dA
.vec (X) .
We use the notation A−∗ for (A∗)−1.
Fact 3. Let A be a m× p matrix and B an n× q matrix. Then:
1. d(AXB)dX = B
∗ ⊗A.
2. dA
∗
dA = Tm,p.
3. dA
−1
dA = −
(
A−∗ ⊗A−1).
4. dA
2
dA = I ⊗A+AT ⊗ I
5. For A symmetric, dA
1/2
dA =
(
I ⊗A1/2 +A1/2 ⊗ I)−1.
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